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Cyber-Security Measures
4 Ways to Protect your Business
from Cyber-threats

Educate your Workforce
Employees are the ones,
who handle everyday
work, they should be
trained with the safety
measures against cyberattacks.

The employees of your business handle the
everyday manual work, thus, to safeguard your
business from any unfortunate cyber-attacks,
educate them with security measures. Inform your
staff about the various ways in which hackers may
attempt to obtain access to corporate systems by
exploiting their isolation. Without the proper
knowledge, they could unknowingly click on
harmful links. The phishing scams and threats can
be hard to spot, hiding under the garb of believable
sophistication. It can enter your system through
emails or unknown calls, webs, and links, the risk is
highly increased with remote working. Regular
updates on phishing techniques will alert your
workforce.
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Security of the Cloud
Cloud offers an external safe
space that stores your data.
In case of any cyber disaster,
your data can be easily
restored from the cloud
platform.

To safeguard your valuable documents, you
must consider the security and safety of
external cloud storage. Businesses
previously relied on on-premise platforms
which is more often than not prone to
cyber threats and breakdowns. Cloud
storage is more secure, as it is backed up
multiple times, thus even in any disaster of
cyber-attack, your data can be restored
from the cloud platform. The remote work
culture is getting more popular nowadays,
the cloud seems more beneficial as it is
much more flexible and efficient to conduct
business.
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Utilize Cyber-Security Tools
Cybersecurity is a technique of defending a network, system, or application
against cyber-attacks. It protects against data breaches, cyber-attacks, and
identity theft. To ensure the highest cyber-security for your system you can
always rely on third-party tools. These will protect your documents and data
from any security threats and alert you in case of any unusual activity.

Multi-factor authentication
This will allow your employees to better maintain their
passwords and add an extra layer of security when accessing
sensitive information or internal company networks.

Cloud email security
This will automatically detect and block phishing emails and
unsafe files, giving you more control over what reaches your
employees' inboxes.

Content & internet filtering
This will protect your intellectual document and block
suspicious or fake websites which has nothing to do with
your business.

Endpoint management
This will authenticate and supervise the access of endpoint
devices to your network, you can control which information
to share.
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Cyber Security Policies
Be ready to face any cyber
threats with proper security
policies. These policies will
reduce the extent of any
disaster, prepare you to
continue your business
with minimal disruption.

Even if you invest in cloud platform security,
you should also consider adopting other
security policies to avoid any unexpected cyber
threats. To protect your system you should
consider Disaster Recovery(DR) and Business
Continuity (BC) plan in place. Business
Continuity (BC) and Disaster Recovery (DR)
planning is a process that equips you to reduce
the impact of major service disruptions. It
entails developing and implementing rules and
procedures to guarantee that critical business
operations and processes remain operational
during and after a disaster. It includes restoring
servers and networks, copying backup data,
and setting up backup systems.
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION PARTNER
Applications | Automation | Analytics
Tech Falcon LLC is a digital transformation partner for enterprises
as they embark on their digital transformation journey. We are
headquartered in Dubai. We help clients in manufacturing,
projects, distribution, public sector, real estate, and public sector to
achieve business and operational goals with business applications,
automation, and analytics services.

Contact us:
Office No 125,
Al Ferdous 4,
Al Wasl Road, Dubai.

Phone: +971 45 965 555
Email: info@techfalcon.ae
Website: https://techfalcon.ae

Connect with us:
linkedin.com/company/tech-falcon-dubai
facebook.com/techfalcondubai
https://twitter.com/techfalcondub

